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Dear Chris,  
 

     Those reading this who are our full-service Members have already
received my recommendation changes earlier this morning, including
new positions augmenting our energy services-related holdings. 
Those stocks have REALLY caught fire in the past couple weeks; and
though they may need to consolidate a bit again, there remains a LOT of
catching up for them to do.

     In the case of one of my "Featured Opportunity" companies, Alberta-
based Enterprise Group (TSE-E; OTC-ETOLF), its own price spike of
the recent past is all about this same dynamic of long-dormant energy
service stocks catching up to the overall sector's better health, and
more.
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     In the third quarter, the company continued its steady recovery from
the late energy bear market, increasing its free cash flow and even
scoring a small net profit for the quarter. With its business
continuing to improve on all fronts--energy as well as
infrastructure--I anticipate the fourth quarter results to come
will be better still. (NOTE: Yesterday, Enterprise announced that it
had inked yet another new equipment rental and services agreement
with one of Canada's largest energy producers.)

     Enterprise slimmed down necessarily during the energy sector's
doldrums, while still keeping pretty much all its key business segments
in tact.  Now that the recovery is underway, these new contracts and
better income are set to have an even more dramatic impact on the
company's financial performance. Thus, it's my view that Enterprise
shares remain a "BUY" even after this recent spike, especially
when you consider they are STILL selling for less than half the
company's book value!

     For a refresher, go back and read (or re-read) my FULL COMPANY
REPORT on Enterprise from early last Spring; one I'll be updating shortly
for our audience, and augmenting with an interview with management
you'll be able to take in in the near future!
  

All the best,
 

Chris Temple -- Editor/Publisher
 The National Investor
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